Product Name: Kuri
Company: Mayfield Robotics
Background: Mayfield Robotics is the maker of Kuri, a first-of-its-kind home robot designed with
personality, awareness, and mobility who adds a spark of life to any home.
MSRP: $799 and after March 1, 2018, $899
Availability: Pre-order with a $100 deposit at heykuri.com, U.S. only.
Shipping: Mayfield Robotics shipped the first production of Kuri robots in December 2017, and the
second wave will begin shipping in Spring 2018.
Behind his clean design, Kuri is powered by serious hardware & capabilities:
●

●

●

●
●
●

A built-in 1080p HD camera that gives Kuri her most magical feature: Kuri Vision. Kuri Vision
allows Kuri to capture short videos of those valuable moments from your life at home
automatically, and even capture moments you might have missed - from pets daytime antics, to
the kids playing together while you’re making dinner;
A 4-Microphone array, powerful dual speakers, and wifi + Bluetooth connectivity, so he can
react to voice commands, play music, read the kids a bedtime story, or play podcasts while
you’re getting ready for work;
Expressive eyes, a friendly robot language of beeps & bloops, and multi-color chest light allow
Kuri to convey her personality and mood. Kuri’s “Romojis” help her to express thoughts and
feelings through sound, movement, and her chest light. Kuri also dances and even responds to
phrases, like “tell me a joke” and “how do I look?”
Laser sensor for mapping your home, and additional sensors for detecting edges and objects so
he knows where he is;
A set of small, yet powerful, electric motors help Kuri move effortlessly around your home -- her
wheels are big enough to handle a wide range of flooring, carpets, and transitions;
A powerful processor that handles everything from facial and speech recognition, to mapping
and entertainment.

Additional features:
● Kuri is 20” tall, 12” wide, and he weighs 14lbs.
● He comes with an accompanying iOS app allowing remote operation, and review of videos. The
Android version of the app will be ready in Spring 2018.
● Kuri has two hours of battery life and when it’s time to refuel, she simply returns herself to her
dock for a quick charging nap. The recharge time is about 1 hour.
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